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Young Explorers
Arthur loves to learn new things. What
knowledge can this curious canine
uncover to share with his friends? This
collection contains three books packed
with incredibly cool adventures of your
favorite cute and charming tail-wagging
explorer! Ace student pooch Arthur
can't resist digging up interesting
facts to investigate. Now he has the
chance to gab about geography with his
teacher, skip through time to sightsee
history, and rev up some fun in a zippy
racecar. But with the world filled with
so many wonders, even this inquisitive
dog will have to study hard to keep
everything organized in his bulging
brain. Up for the task and never
backing down, Arthur eagerly tackles
science, math, the Middle Ages, and
monster machines. And armed with as
much clever info as he can put his paws
on, this super-powered pup is keen to
build up his knowhow and be top of the
class. What amazing discoveries will
this adventurous dog sniff out?
Discover a trilogy of fun children's
books full of engaging facts,
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explorations of kid-loving activities,
and stimulating subjects. Through the
treasure troves of Going Back to
School, being Back in Time, and
slobbering over Favorite Cars and
Monster Machines, join Arthur's nonstop exploits happening on every flick
of the page. Kids Book For Young
Explorers Part 2 contains books four
through six in the imaginative Kids
Books for Young Explorers illustrated
series, suitable for ages three to
nine. If you or your child like goodhumored hounds, fascinating topics, and
playing with beloved characters, then
you'll love Gene Lipen's brain-tastic
treats. Buy Kids Book For Young
Explorers Part 2 to lap up all the
learning today!
When Timmi and his friends find a
secret message in an ancient book, they
end up on a wild ride to unravel a
mystery so profound it, will change
their lives forever. Young Explorers is
the Timmi Tobbson "early reader" series
for adventurers and sleuths aged 6-8.
Every page is fully illustrated,
merging the visual appeal of a graphic
novel with power of a text-based story
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to spark imagination. In typical Timmi
Tobbson fashion, each Young Explorers
book offers solve-them-yourself picture
mysteries, but that's not all.
Accompanying each story is additional
content aimed at sparking interest in
technology, history and science in
general.
Learn how light enables us to see
things, how to identify different light
sources and how shadows are formed by
solid objects in Light and Dark.
The Shadow and the Golden Room
Soul Fuel
Pandas
Young Explorers’ Guide: Living
Treasures
The Carnivorous Plants Manual for Young
Explorers
Thrilling Middle Grade Supernatural Fantasy
Adventure to a town haunted by a ghostly
steam train.Five Young Explorers must solved
the mystery of the Phantom Express When
eleven-year-old CJ Kask and his Young
Explorer friends help their archaeologist
parents find artifacts from a steam train
that crashed off a bridge in the early
1880's, they discover that the ghostly train
continues to haunt the small town and crashes
off the bridge again and again. Soon, they
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find that the key to unlocking the mystery of
the Phantom Express may involve a gold pocket
watch, an unused ticket for the doomed train
and the missing member of the old west gang
that caused the train to crash. Will they be
able to solve the mystery, discover the
missing gang member and put the more than one
hundred souls that inhabit the Phantom
Express to rest? Who are the Young Explorers?
CJ Kask - The 11-year-old leader of the
group. Sadie MacGregor - Also 11-years-old,
she hopes to be a doctor. Scotty MacGregor Sadie's younger brother. He loves building
things. Laura Hall - A quiet 10-year-old girl
who loves books and can speak 4 languages.
Frederick Van Housen - A 13-year-old master
of self defense. What are their Adventures?
Young Explorers and the Inca Wraith (Book 1)
- An evil wraith guards an Inca pyramid and
the Young Explorers must prevent it from
getting out into the world. Young Explorers
and the Phantom Express (Book 2) - The Young
Explorers look into the mystery of a ghost
train that haunts a town and repeatedly
crashes off a bridge. Young Explorers and the
Scottish Knight (Book 3) - To be released by
Summer 2014. Join the Adventure and become a
Young Explorer!Scroll up and grab a copy
today.
A wave of jewelry thefts is committed in
broad daylight and without any trace. When
grandma's old and beloved family necklace
vanishes, Timmi, Lilli and Marvin set out to
catch the phantom known as the Invisible
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Thief.
Presents world, regional, and thematic maps
as well as photographic essays on each
continent.
Young Explorers’ Guide : The Search for
Ingenious Treasures
Young Explorers: Level 2: Teacher's Book
Young Explorers: Level 2: Workbook with
Online Practice Pack
A Timmi Tobbson Young Explorers Children's
Adventure Book
Southern African Sea Life - A Guide for Young
Explorers

Young Explorers: Level 2: Class BookOUP Oxford
Learn how archaeologists discover treasures in the ground
and preserve them in the lab.
With its smart design, beautiful illustrations and perfect
size to pop in a backpack, Take Me Outdoors is a fun,
lively way to engage with the wild and natural world.
Each of the five 'adventure' chapters help children to
engage with their surroundings, from their own
backgarden or local park, to a beach, forest or lakeside. As
they complete lists, draw pictures and answer questions,
they will be thinking carefully about the environment and
nature as they experience it - what they can see, hear and
feel, and how they can look after it. A final chapter allows
them to compare their adventures, and there's also a
useful glossary so they can learn new words and ideas.
Fun, quirky and bursting with facts about birds, bugs and
plants; the weather and the environment; expeditions and
explorers; and the artistsPage
and
writers who have been
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inspired by nature, this book is a must for children curious
about the incredible world they live in. It's both a great
keepsake and a tool for sparking creative writing.
Bobby Dean Saves Christmas
Light and Dark
A Family Secret
Children's Fiction
Take Me Outdoors
This exciting guide for young explorers combines scientific facts,
fascinating titbits, brilliant full-colour photography and sensitive
illustrations to bring a wonderful variety of ocean creatures
vibrantly to life. Children will enjoy poring over the colourful
pages as they read about marine habitats such as sandy beaches,
rocky shores, estuaries, coral reefs and kelp forests. Discover plant
and animal groups, including molluscs, crustaceans, coastal birds,
mammals and reptiles, among others. Learn to identify important
species from each group, using picture field guides. Study the
helpful holiday guides to find out what sea life to look out for
along the shore - all the way from Walvis Bay to Mozambique.
Find out why the ocean is vital to us, how it may be harmed by
human activities and some of the ways in which we can help.
Learn about the valuable work that marine scientists do. This
introduction to the habitats, plants and creatures of the southern
African seashores is a captivating celebration of ocean life and is
sure to become a firm favourite with beachcombers of all ages.
Digital resources for interactive teaching.All the support a teacher
could need to present the Class Book material and DVD including
full teaching notes, answers, photocopiable material plus extra
ideas and activities.An exciting six- level Primary course that
brings real-world English into the classroom. Explorers helps
children learn English by encouraging them to explore the world
around them.Explorers provides a wide range of components to
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support teachers and students on their journey of discovery. By
using real-world content to introduce language, Explorers invites
comparisons with students' own experiences, and encourages
broader educational values.
He’s off to experience an incredible adventure around the world.
What amazing surprises await him along the way? Adventureloving Arthur is a dog on a mission. He can’t wait to experience the
10 mind blowing world wonders. He is all packed and ready for
this experience of a lifetime. From camel rides through the
pyramids, to snorkeling in the ocean, nothing can stop Arthur from
discovering what our planet has to offer. But with so many
wonders in store, he’s sure to have many unbelievable stories to
bring back home! What incredible destinations will Arthur
uncover on his sight-seeing quest? 10 World Wonders will delight
you with bright pictures, colorful words, and impressive facts.
Visiting the Eiffel Tower, Taj Mahal, and the Arctic, you’ll go on
an unforgettable multi-continent journey. 10 World Wonders is the
fur-tastic first installment in the beautifully illustrated Kids Books
for Young Explorers series for ages three to nine. If you and your
child like discovering new places, learning about nature’s marvels,
and fetching historical info, then you’ll love Gene Lipen’s pawmazing children’s adventure. Buy 10 World Wonders to take a fun
trip with a barking buddy today!
Young Explorers: Level 2: Class Book
Space Kids
A Nature Journal for Young Explorers
Young Explorers: Level 1: Class Book
The Missing Necklace

Provides fun facts and trivia about different countries
around the world, including information about native
wildlife, important architecture, and local culture.
Inspired by the hugely successful How to Pray. Pete
Greig takes his simple guide to prayer and gives children
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the same tools and encouragement. How to Pray: A
Guide for Young Explorers is packed full of real life
stories, teaching, fun facts, activities and inspiration to
get creative and confident in prayer. With insights and
ideas from CBBC presenter and author Gemma Hunt,
children's workers and children from around the
country, this is the go-to guide for prayer for a new
generation.
Meet Bobby: an ordinary kid with an extraordinary
voice! Sent off to school for the first time in his life, nineyear-old Bobby Dean is busy making new friends,
learning lines for the Nativity Play, and trying to not
laugh at the head teacher's terrible jokes. But then
Bobby Dean discovers that when he sings magical things
can happen! From rescuing kidnapped dogs, helping
Santa, and even travelling back in time - Bobby Dean's
first term is going to be one full of wonder, adventure,
and the magic of song! Bobby Dean Saves Christmas is
a magical and fun packed adventure for kids
highlighting the importance of friendship, loyalty,
accepting differences and above all being yourself it is
perfect to be read aloud or for children to read alone. 'A
book full of music, magic & heart' - Dawn French 'A
wonderful story! I could hear the music ringing in my
ears!' - Amanda Holden 'A magical book about a
magical voice from an author who knows exactly how it
feels!' - Alan Titchmarsh
Or, American Boys in Central America
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National Geographic World Atlas for Young Explorers
A Daily Devotional
Kids Books for Young Explorers
Bestselling author Bear Grylls has
survived a free-fall parachute accident
that left him with a broken back, possibly
unable to walk again; falling down a
mountain in the Rockies, severing a finger
in the Vietnam jungle, a broken shoulder
in Antarctica. He passed the gruelling
training to join the SAS, crossed the
North Atlantic in an open inflatable boat,
and held the highest ever open-air formal
dinner party, in a balloon at 25,000 feet.
But the hardest thing he has ever had to
face, he says, is the death of his father.
It was then, age 25, that he found what he
describes in an interview with the
Telegraph as 'a really lovely quiet faith
that has been a powerful thing in our
lives'. As he wrote in GQ magazine, 'Faith
doesn't mean you have to be especially
"religious". But, in a nutshell, my faith
tells me that I am known, that I am secure
and that I am loved - regardless of the
storms I may find myself in from time to
time, regardless of how often I fall and
fail.' For the first time, in this open,
brave and honest book, Bear reveals the
inspiration that helps him to stand strong
and find peace each day. These daily
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readings - exploring themes of
friendships, failure, courage, risk, and
much more - show us all how to face each
day with purpose and power. 'Be brave.
Embrace faith wherever you may find it.
You have nothing to lose and everything to
gain.'
Text and illustrations introduce the
physical characteristics and habits of the
giant panda.
Each book in the Generation Claimed series
contains life-giving promises straight
from Scripture that remind all God's
children, both young and old, of who they
are in Him. Page after page shares a
promise from God and the corresponding
scripture from the Bible. Readers will be
transformed from the inside out and rest
easier in God's love for them.
A First Introduction for Little Explorers
Generation Claimed 3-Pack: You Are /
Tonight / Chosen
Gdansk: A Guidebook for Young Explorers
The Young Explorer, Or, Among the Sierras
Books 1-3
Carnivorous plants are, without the shadow
of a doubt, the member of the plant world
that children find most intriguing! In a
style that is simple and interesting as
well as fun, this book brings together all
of their characteristics along with many
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suggestions for growing them. Charles
Darwin was the first to study these plants
and recognize their extremely peculiar
nature. He and his comically awkward
assistant will guide the reader,
knowledgably mixing scientific and
historical data with an endless array of
curious facts about the most bizarre plant
ever created by Mother Nature.
TV star, former SAS soldier, Guinness
World Record holder, author and the first
ever Chief Ambassador to World Scouting,
Bear Grylls is an inspiration for
youngsters who want to make the most of
life's adventures. In his recent
bestseller Soul Fuel Bear revealed for the
first time the inspiration that helps him
to stand strong and find peace each day.
Now Soul Fuel for Young Explorers takes
his message and inspires children and
young people to find courage and
confidence in this source too. Bear offers
seventy reflections along with stories
from his own life -- brilliantly
illustrated by Patrick Laurent -- making
it a vibrant and engaging devotional for
young readers. 'Faith doesn't mean you
have to be especially "religious". But, in
a nutshell, my faith tells me that I am
known, that I am secure and that I am
loved - regardless of the storms I may
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find myself in from time to time,
regardless of how often I fall and fail.'Bear Grylls
Introduction includes methodology, course
concept, and articles dealing with current
issues in the classroom Clear succinct
teaching notes, tips and tapescripts for
each lesson Reinforcement and extension
ideas DVD lesson notes for all the 'Let's
Explore' sections Teaching notes and
tapescripts for the Cambridge Young
Learners practice tests Ideas bank with
games, activities and ideas for how to
exploit the extra resources in the
Teacher's Resource Pack Full syllabus
description with objectives Wordlist and
useful classroom language Full answer keys
for the Class Book, Activity Book and
extra worksheets
Young Explorers: Level 1: Teacher's Book
Four Young Explorers
Archaeology for Young Explorers
A Guide for Young Explorers
How to Pray: A Guide for Young Explorers
THE BORNEO HUNTERS AND EXPLORERS The GuardianMother, attended by the Blanche, had conveyed
the tourists, in their voyage all over the
world, to Sarawak, the capital of a rajahship
on the north-western coast of the island of
Borneo. The town is situated on both sides of
a river of the same name, about eighteen
miles from its mouths. The steamer on which
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was the pleasant home of the millionaire at
eighteen, who was accompanied by his mother
and a considerable party, all of whom have
been duly presented to the reader in the
former volumes of the series, lay in the
middle of the river. The black smoke was
pouring out of her smokestack, and the
hissing steam indicated that the vessel was
all ready to go down the river to the China
Sea. Her anchor had been hove up, and the
pilot was in the pilot-house waiting for the
commander to strike the gong in the engineroom to start the screw.
He has a nose for the greatest adventures.
What marvelous treasures will this dog lap up
next? A three-book collection of incredible
exploits from your favorite furry explorer
friend! Arthur has his bags packed and his
tail ready to wag. Every time he jumps on a
swift-tailed airplane or his trusty shiny
spaceship, he chases down the grandest spots
that tickle his tummy and make him bark with
delight. And with so much to see, Arthur’s
passport is quickly filling up with stamps
from all over the world. Rolling with joy,
he’s eager to climb the crazy-tall Eiffel
Tower and even land on the planet Mercury.
Which grand adventure will make Arthur howl
the happiest? This bright-eyed trilogy of
picture books is crammed with stunning
cartoons, lyrical descriptions, and funtastic antics. From dazzling World Wonders to
lively USA Destinations and Amazing Space
Adventures, you will have the most doggone
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fun on every page. Kids Books For Young
Explorers Collection: Books 1-3 contains the
first three episodes in the wonderfully
crafted Kids Books for Young Explorers
illustrated series for ages three to nine. If
you or your child like lovable pups, scouting
out cool facts, and using your wild
imagination, then you’ll love Gene Lipen’s
eye-popping doggy tales. Buy Kids Books For
Young Explorers Collection to jump into a
joyful journey today!
Space Kids is a a poetic introduction to
space that is aimed to inspire wonder in the
littlest of scientists.
10 World Wonders
World Atlas
Animals That Live in Trees
Uncovering History at Colonial Williamsburg
Young Explorers and the Phantom Express

Starter unit introduces key characters Six
teaching units with 7 lessons in each
provide the core material 'Let's Explore'
DVD lessons in every unit Cross-curricular
content in every unit 'Read More' sections
explore the lives of children in other
countries Three episodes of the revision
story Space Explorer Cambridge English:
Starters and Movers practice material
'Come and explore!' challenge helps review
vocabulary
Starter unit introduces key characters Six
teaching units with 7 lessons in each
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provide the core material 'Let's Explore'
DVD lessons in every unit Cross-curricular
content in every unit 'Read More' sections
explore the lives of children in other
countries Three episodes of the revision
story Space Explorer Eight pages of
Cambridge English: Starters practice
material 'Come and explore!' challenge
helps review vocabulary
Reproduction of the original: Four Young
Explorers by Oliver Optic
Legend of the Star Runner
Soul Fuel for Young Explorers
Young Explorers of the Isthmus
Kids Books For Young Explorers Part 2:
Books 4 - 6
Young Explorers: Level 1: Activity Book

He's on his biggest quest yet. Will the
classroom be the toughest project he's
ever tackled? Always the eager student,
Arthur is ready for a day filled with
learning. Slightly nervous about his next
big challenge, this curious doggy can't
wait to come back to class and find out
which subjects he'll get to study. And
after bouncing onto the yellow bus, he
happily hangs his head out the window
looking for his new school friends.
Sitting pretty in class with his ears
pricked, he laps up every subject from
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reading and geography to science and
math. But with his mind spinning at the
end of a busy day, Arthur needs a good
night's sleep if he's to get the most from
tomorrow's lessons! Will all the new
things Arthur learns make him a smarter
dog? Arthur goes Back to School is
packed with delightful drawings,
wonderful rhymes, and easy-to-follow
stories. From classroom activities to
playground fun, every reader will enjoy a
fascinating educational journey bursting
with most excellent facts. Arthur goes
Back to School is the frolicking fourth
book in the colorfully illustrated Kids
Books for Young Explorers series for
ages three to nine. If you or your child
like reading dog-themed poems, getting
excited about school, and unleashing an
adventurous spirit, then you'll love Gene
Lipen's exceptional escapade. Buy Arthur
goes Back to School to bound to the top
of the class today!
Explains how different animals living in
the wild have divergent diets, eating
habits, and methods of gathering food
for survival.
Six pages of reinforcement per core unit
Gradual reading and writing practice to
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complement the Class Book Selfevaluation with a 'Learn to learn'
emphasis Follow-up to the crosscurricular, story and festival lessons
Four Young Explorers, Or, Sight-seeing
in the Tropics
Arthur Goes Back to School
Level 2 Workbook with Online Practice
Pack
Young Explorers’ Guide : Buried
Treasures
Dinnertime for Animals
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